Workforce Development Committee

Dr. Kenneth W. Sullivan, P.E.
Chairman (acting)
WFD Committee

Attendees:

- Rob Kukowski
- Matthew Mc Kearney
- Laurie Moncrieff
- Dave Morton
- Harry Perrette
- Paula Trimble
- Kenneth Sullivan

"Delivering Value through Defense Manufacturing Technology"
Discussion

- Awaiting decision from person regarding committee chairman

- Discussed the committee support the NDIA Defense Workforce Summit in September (Washington)

- Workforce issues
  - Need to focus on the “D” in DoD
  - How can DoD tactically support the DoD workforce development?
  - How can we “champion” High School education for manufacturing jobs?
  - DoD Industrial Base cannot wait for the federal government to solve this problem. Must be addressed at all levels of government that permits flexibility at the Industrial Base enterprise level.

"Delivering Value through Defense Manufacturing Technology"
Path Forward

1. Support the NDIA Defense Workforce Summit

2. Appointment of Committee Chairman

3. Committee evaluate path forward upon appointment of new chairman

"Delivering Value through Defense Manufacturing Technology"